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Created in 2013, by local collective, Au Pied du Mur, 
the iconic the iconic mural on Knox Street remains the longest 
uncommissioned work of community-made public art in 

Montreal. It depicts a series of interconnecting historical and 
contemporary scenes pertaining to Pointe-Saint-Charles that 
highlight the area’s Indigenous roots, industrial heyday, and 

increasingly diverse community make-up, among other features. 
In an effort to document the significance of the work, local 
residentsresidents, many of whom walk by the mural every day, shared 

their perspectives. 

“I’ve spent my entire life here and now I’m raising 
my own kids here. I love [the mural], I find it shows 
a lot of culture, and a lot of history as well... 
There’s a building there that says ‘Coop’ and 
Pointe-Saint-Charles has a reputation of being a 
poorer neighbourhood, so there are a lot of coops 
here... on almost every street you can find a 
coocoop.... We might be a poorer neighbourhood, 
even though nowadays it’s not exactly like that 
anymore, but everyone was always included, 
whether you had money or not a lot of money, 
there were ways for you to be able to stay here, 
like coops for people with less money.” (Jade)

« Je vis a Pointe-Saint-Charles [depuis] un an. La 
murale je trouve comme un mur artistique... ca 
represente quand-meme la vie des personnes 
commun. Le debut du mur il y a un oiseau, comme 
un corbeau avec un oeil rouge. Je l’aime que l’oeil 
du corbeau a le meme oeil que quelque chose 
dans une emission que je regarde. » (Germison)

“I’ve been in Pointe-Saint-Charles for eight years. 
This [mural] was an act of people getting together 
and organizing to do it. I think that maybe the part 
of the mural that represents a socio-political point 
of view is where the First Nations people standing 
in nature looking at all the horrible factories, all 
grey coming up and the part where people are 
manimanifesting for justice. There’s a lot of love in spite 
of the fact that this neighbourhood is probably the 
most polluted neighbourhood… This mural is 
beautiful… full of colour, full of love.” (Graciella)

« Je suis habitante de Pointe-Saint-Charles depuis 
cinq ans. [Je passe cette murale] presque tous les 
jours. Je pense que ca represente notre quartier - 
le melange ethnique a Pointe-Saint-Charles, les 
differentes cultures, [et] les diversites. Je prefere 
la partie avec la « Justice », parce que ca 

represente les manifestations et encourage les 
gens a pagens a participe. » (Chiraz)

“I’ve lived in Point-Saint-Charles for six years now. 
I pass this [I pass this [mural] every day. I love the mural, it 
brings a lot of colour to the neighbourhood. I used 
to paint murals back when I was younger and I 
know how much work goes into it. For a wall this 
size, it’s a big project… [Before this mural] there 
was a little painting where the tunnel is. It was a 
tunnel as well, but it was cartoony and simple. I 
guess thguess they liked that aesthetic, so they kept that 
element… The tunnel [is my favorite part]. People 
always point and laugh at it. I’ve lived here a while 
and I haven’t seen anyone try to drive through it, 
but people think about that and it’s funny.” (Alex)
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